Program Outcomes Assessment Method for Multi-Academic Accreditation Bodies: Computer Science Program as a Case Study

Abstract—In educational community, assessment process focuses on learning, teaching and outcomes. It provides information for improving learning and teaching. Therefore, a well-established assessment process plays a vital role for improving program outcomes which, in turn, results in fulfilling program educational objectives. However, such a process entails setting well-defined courses learning objectives, program outcomes, and program educational objectives. In addition, an effective assessment method is needed for measuring the extent that program outcomes meet academic accreditation body criteria. This measurement is performed by mapping courses learning objectives with program educational objectives passing through program outcomes. Such mapping for just one academic accreditation body is a straightforward process and involves no complications. However, a coherent assessment method is required for multi academic accreditation bodies. The approach of mapping program outcomes across criteria of multi academic accreditation bodies is likely a promising key for addressing this issue. The proposed assessment method along with the assignments and practices used for evaluating students' performance such as quizzes and exams, and the associated action plans and recommendations for improvements are crucial steps for the overall assessment process. Findings based on the results of samples taken from a number of students for some courses of computer science program show the flexibility and effectiveness of the proposed assessment method.
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1 Introduction

The most important goal of every institute is to provide quality education. In order to achieve this goal every institute develops and designs better academic programs
with experienced faculties. Quality standard depends upon the program outcomes, assessments, measurements and comparison to meet goal values and day to day changing demands of modern society. The accreditation of these programs affirms the quality of education. Accreditation is a voluntary certified mechanism for engineering programs, administered by recognized professional bodies [1]. It is one of the ways of ensuring and demonstrating the high quality of engineering education that is carried out by accreditation bodies like Accreditation Board for Engineering and Technology (ABET) and National Commission for Academic Accreditation and Assessment (NCAAA). ABET is internationally and NCAAA is Saudi Arabia kingdom based highly respected accreditation body. These accreditation bodies have adopted the concept of Outcomes-Based Education (OBE) through the adoption of Engineering Criteria 2000 (EC 2000) [2]. The common framework of implementation and assessment of outcomes-based education system is shown in Figure 1.

![Diagram of the general framework of assessment of outcomes-based education system](http://www.i-jet.org)

**Fig. 1.** The general framework of assessment of outcomes-based education system

Learning outcomes are statements that describe significant and essential learning that learners have achieved, and can reliably demonstrate at the end of a course (course learning outcomes, CLOs) or program (program outcomes, POs) [3], [4]. The CLOs contribute to the achievement of the POs. Collectively, the CLOs from all the courses in the program lead to the achievement of the POs. While outcomes are achieved results of what was learnt, objectives are intended results of instruction, curricula, programs, or activities. ABET defines program educational objectives (PEOs) as broad statements that describe what graduates are expected to attain within a few years after graduation [5].

Assessment and evaluation are two different terms. In research community, many definitions of assessment are presented [6], [7]. Assessment is a continuous process that identifies, collects, and prepares the data necessary to evaluate student outcomes (SOs) and PEOs [2]. History of assessment is discussed in [8]. Evaluation, on the other hand, is the process for interpreting the data acquired through the assessment process in order to determine how well the set of objectives and outcomes are being attained [9]. In a nutshell, assessment is a diagnostic process focuses on continuous improvement of outcome areas whereas evaluation is a judgmental process focusing on grades or scores of these areas.

In education, assessment of POs determines the degree of achievement of program learning objectives (PLOs). To assess POs, an effective assessment process is needed. The assessment process focuses on learning, teaching and outcomes. It provides information for improving learning and teaching. Therefore, a well-established assessment process plays a vital role for improving POs which, in turn, results in fulfilling PEOs. However, such a process entails setting well-defined CLOs, POs, and PEOs. Furthermore, it needs an effective method for assessing the extent that POs meet academic accreditation body criteria. This assessment is performed by mapping CLOs...
with POs and then mapping these POs with PEOs as depicted in Figure 2. Such type of mapping for just one academic accreditation body is a straightforward process and involves no complications. However, a coherent assessment method is required for multi academic accreditation bodies. To the best of our knowledge, no research work has presented a method to assess POs for multi-accreditation bodies. The process of mapping POs across criteria of multi academic accreditation bodies is likely a promising key for addressing this issue. The objective of this paper is to develop a method to assess POs by adopting the approach of mapping CLOs with POs based on the mapping criteria of multi-academic accreditation bodies. However, mapping of POs with PEOs is out of scope of this paper.
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**Fig. 2.** Overview of the processes involved in the assessment of program outcomes

The suggested assessment method emphasizes on mapping of CLOs with current POs and then mapping these current assessed POs with another set of POs belong to a new accreditation body. The first mapping is performed only once whereas the second mapping is performed as many as number of accreditation bodies are needed for assessment. Therefore, the implementation of this method consists of two main phases. The first phase is implemented once and it assesses the current or source POs. The second phase assesses the target POs of any new accreditation body pluggable into the system. In fact, the second phase is designed to handle as many new accreditation bodies as added to the system. This handling is performed based on mapping POs of source with POs of target and comparing results. The main contribution of this paper is to develop a computing method which enables the assessment of multi-academic accreditation bodies for measuring their degree of achievement of POs by using significant mapping-based formulas.

The question arises here is how we can make use of the proposed assessment method? And the role it plays in the overall program assessment process. The answer is that the proposed assessment method along with the assignments and practices used for evaluating students’ performance such as quizzes and exams, and the associated
action plans and recommendations for improvements are crucial steps for the overall assessment process. Implementation of the method assists in discovering observations on learning outcomes involved in the assessment process. The observations are concluded from assessment values of POs that are calculated based on given assessment values of CLOs. These observations are significant information that can be interpreted as comments in a generated report helpful in improvement of learning outcomes.

In literature survey, many methods and approaches for direct assessment of POs are proposed. Matrix based structure is being used by Felder and Brent [10] and Rodriguez-Marek et al. [11] as an important promising method for assessment of outcomes by using course works. In this method, they developed a mapping between CLOs to the POs and learning objectives indicators to course objectives. Their test items are taken as the indicators for assessing learning and attainment of POs. Another methodology is being used with different mapping concept by Mason and Dragovich [12]. They collected assessment data and required mapping matrices in spreadsheet and transferred these in relational databases. SQL and data fitting through least squares are used to find out class performance of students with respect of POs. A coherent approach to the mapping, recording and assessment of POs provide evidences for accreditation that students have attained and achieved these POs [13]. Maddocks has developed a tool that enable program leaders to map and record student attainment of POs. He also explained key issues regarding assessment practices and described the design framework underpinning the development of an electronic tool to support academics in the assessment of learning outcomes.

In another work, Rifaat et al. [14] have explained an empirical study to examine the assessment of CLOs and the POs. Their description contains the assessment of the POs through the assessment of course outcomes. The assessment of each CLOs depends on weighted summation of marks obtained by students in final semester exam. The analysis of each course over four semesters shows the achievement of the CLO by cohort tends oscillate between decrease and increase during semesters.

The objective of this paper is to develop a method for assessing POs irrespective of different accreditation bodies and their special requirements. Development of such method assists in identifying deficiencies and weaknesses of learning and teaching activities and suggests action plans for continuous improvement. Computer science program is taken as a case study for implementation of this method of POs assessment. There are several benefits of this method. First, the assessment data are already being collected by most programs through exams, assignments, quizzes and projects. So there is minimum overhead associated with collection of assessment data. Second, it provides continuous assessment over time and can give a better measurement of student’s knowledge. Third, the method is presented in modular-based design model, so its implementation as a software system is feasible and its maintenance becomes easier. The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the proposed assessment method, Section 3 implements the method on computer science program as a case study, Section 4 analyzes findings and presents recommendations, and finally Section 5 discusses conclusion and future work.
2 The Program Outcomes Assessment Method

The proposed assessment method focuses on mapping of CLOs with POs and then mapping these POs with POs of several different accreditation bodies. The method is used to assess the current POs and the result is used as a basis for assessing POs of another accreditation body the program intends to apply for. Therefore, the assessment method consists of two phases. The first phase is called source and it assesses outcomes of the program as source POs in terms of assessment values. The second phase is called target and it permits to plug-in a new accreditation body for assessing its POs as target POs. The target is assessed based on the source and the result judges whether the program meets requirements and standards of the target. This judgment assists the program’s chair to decide whether the program is qualified to apply for the target accreditation body or not. The system must provide justifications and evidences in either cases. The justifications assist to take action plans for further improvement. Once again, when the program intends to apply for another accreditation body, the second phase will be only carried out with new accreditation body POs. In this novel approach, it is possible to assess as multiple accreditation bodies (POs) as needed, hence the name assessment for multi-academic accreditation bodies. The assessment of both source and target POs is presented in subsequent subsections.

2.1 Assessment of Source Program Outcomes

Assessment of source POs requires mapping of CLOs with source POs as shown in Figure 3. As a result, assessment values of source POs are obtained. To do this, let a program being assessed has a set of $K$ courses; $C_1, C_2, ..., C_K$. Assume that this program has a set of $J$ program outcomes; $PO_1, PO_2, ..., PO_J$. Each course must define a finite set of CLOs. Let the set $I$ denotes the total number of CLOs in each course; $CLO_{11}, CLO_{12}, ..., CLO_{1I}$. Note that, the set $I$ may differ from one course to another.

![Fig. 3. Mapping course outcomes with source program outcomes](image-url)
The entities CLOs, POs, and Cs can be represented as a table of vectors of CLOs as shown in Table 1. Each row in Table 1 indicates mappings of CLOs with POs for a course C. All vectors of the same course (i.e. the same row) must have equal number of dimensions of CLOs because the same course has a fixed number of CLOs. To explain this representation, let us take an example of the course CSC1301 given in Table 2. The course has four CLOs and for this reason each of its PO is represented by a vector of four-dimensional entries \((CLO_1, CLO_2, CLO_3, CLO_4)\). For instance, the vector \((85, 0, 73, 0)\) of PO_1 means that both CLO_1, with entry value 85, and CLO_3, with entry value 73, are mapping with PO_1 but both CLO_2 and CLO_4, with entry values 0, are not mapping with PO_1. In case of all entries of the vector are 0s (e.g. \((0, 0, 0, 0)\) of CLO_2), this means that no CLO is mapping with the specified PO.

Table 1. Representation of courses, course learning outcomes, and program outcomes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PO_1</th>
<th>PO_2</th>
<th>...</th>
<th>PO_J</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C_1</td>
<td>((CLO_1, CLO_2, ..., CLO_i))</td>
<td>((CLO_1, CLO_2, ..., CLO_i))</td>
<td>((CLO_1, CLO_2, ..., CLO_i))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C_2</td>
<td>((CLO_1, CLO_2, ..., CLO_i))</td>
<td>((CLO_1, CLO_2, ..., CLO_i))</td>
<td>((CLO_1, CLO_2, ..., CLO_i))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C_E</td>
<td>((CLO_1, CLO_2, ..., CLO_i))</td>
<td>((CLO_1, CLO_2, ..., CLO_i))</td>
<td>((CLO_1, CLO_2, ..., CLO_i))</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For each course, mapping of CLOs with POs are predefined. The achievement values of CLOs for each course are already evaluated using some standard template. These evaluated values define what are called assessment values of CLOs denoted by \(CLO_{k,j,i,av}\), where \(k = 1, 2, ..., K\) refers to course number, \(j = 1, 2, ..., J\) refers to PO number, and \(i = 1, 2, ..., I\) refers to CLO number. These assessment values are assigned to the entries \(CLO_i\) of vectors \((CLO_1, CLO_2, ..., CLO_i)\) in Table 1 whenever mapping exists between \(CLO_i\) and \(PO_j\), otherwise zero value is assigned. So, the assessment values must be entered prior in the system because they are the initiating values of the assessment method. Based on assessment values of CLOs, assessment values of POs, \(PO_{j,av} \forall j \in \{1, 2, ..., J\}\), are computed by using formula 1.

\[
PO_{j,av} = \frac{\sum_{k=1}^{K} \sum_{i=1}^{I} CLO_{k,j,i,av}}{|CLO_{k,j,i,av}|_{v_{k,j,i}}} \tag{1}
\]

The numerator \(\sum_{k=1}^{K} \sum_{i=1}^{I} CLO_{k,j,i,av}\) is the summation of assessment values of CLOs of all courses that are mapping to program outcome \(j (PO_j)\). The denominator \(|CLO_{k,j,i,av}|_{v_{k,j,i}}\) is the cardinality or total number of mappings from CLOs of all courses to \(PO_j\). Formula 1 computes average of assessment values of CLOs that are mapping to \(PO_j\). This average defines the assessment value or achievement of \(PO_j\) denoted by \(PO_{j,av}\). In this way, assessment values of all source POs (i.e. \(PO_{j,av} \forall j \in \{1, 2, ..., J\}\)) are defined.
are calculated and then used as basis for mapping with target POs as presented in next subsection.

To collect significant information from mappings of CLOs with source POs, trust value is introduced. Trust value defines the extent of reliability on $PO_{iav}$ and shows the degree that the assessment method trust on $PO_{iav}$ when mapping it with target $PO_j$. The idea is that, the greater trust value of $PO_j$, the more confidence and reliability is on $PO_{iav}$. It is important to mention that trust value of PO does not alter the assessment value of PO. Rather it is a sort of heuristic information useful for program reviewer in his generated report to point out which POs have been assessed moderately from those who have been assessed excessively. These extreme values may indicate deficiencies in curriculum map or lack of curriculum courses for assessing particular PO. However, trust value of each $PO_j$, denoted by $PO_{jtr}$, is computed by using formula 2.

$$PO_{jtr} = \frac{\sum_{k=1}^{m} |CLO_{k,j,iav}|_{k,j,iav}}{\max \sum_{k=1}^{m} |CLO_{k,j,iav}|_{k,j,iav,vk/vl}}$$

(2)

Where $PO_{jtr}$ is the trust value of particular $PO_j$, $|CLO_{k,j,iav}|_{k,j,iav,vk/vl}$ counts the total number of mappings from CLOs of all courses to $PO_j$, and $\max \sum_{k=1}^{m} |CLO_{k,j,iav}|_{k,j,iav,vk/vl}$ is the maximum of counting numbers of all $PO_j$, where $j = 1, 2, ..., J$.

2.2 Assessment of Target (Accreditation Body) Program Outcomes

The achievement of POs should be mapped with POs required by the accreditation body (TPOs). This assessment phase starts with establishing the accurate mapping for source POs with TPOs. The mapping of source POs with TPOs is shown in Figure 4. All source POs may be mapped with all or some of TPOs. The vice-versa may also possible. The result of previous subsection assessment will be used as source data in order to find status and assessment value of each TPO.

![Fig. 4. Mapping source program outcomes with target program outcomes](image-url)
Suppose source POs has a set of \( f \) program outcomes, \( PO_1, PO_2, ..., PO_f \), with the result of achievement in percentage for each one. Let a set of \( L \) targeted accreditation body program outcomes, \( TPO_1, TPO_2, ..., TPO_L \), are mapped with these source POs. Now we have to assess the degree of achievement of each TPO on basis of source POs values. Based on achievement values of POs, assessment values of TPOs, \( TPO_{av}, \forall i \in \{1,2, ..., L\} \), are computed by using formula 3.

\[
TPO_{av} = \frac{\sum_{m=1}^{M} PO_{lm}}{M \cdot L}
\] (3)

The numerator \( \sum_{m=1}^{M} PO_{lm} \) is the summation of achievement values of all source POs which are mapping to a TPO number \( i \) \((TPO_i)\). In denominator, \( M \) is the number of all source POs which are mapping with a particular \( TPO_i \), and \( L \) is the cardinality of TPOs. The assessment result, \( TPO_{av} \), will come in percentage. The average of all \( TPO_{av} \) gives our source program outcomes achievement for this targeted accreditation body. This evaluation value used as input to make changes in curriculum, teaching methodologies and revision of POs in order to get accredited by target accreditation body.

3 Case Study: Computer Science Program

The present case study describes the significance and uniqueness of the proposed assessment method. For this purpose, Computer Science (CS) program of a Saudi university is taken as a case study. The program offers 31 major courses in CS and we have implemented the proposed assessment method for all courses. Here, some selected courses are used to show our assessment method. Table 2 shows assessment values of CLOs and their mapping with POs of CS program.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Course</th>
<th>PO_1</th>
<th>PO_2</th>
<th>PO_3</th>
<th>PO_4</th>
<th>PO_5</th>
<th>PO_6</th>
<th>PO_7</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CSC111</td>
<td>(0.70,0)</td>
<td>(90,0,0)</td>
<td>(0,0,60)</td>
<td>(0,0,0)</td>
<td>(0,0,0)</td>
<td>(0,0,0)</td>
<td>(0,0,0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSC121</td>
<td>(50,0,73,0)</td>
<td>(0,0,0,0)</td>
<td>(90,0,0,0)</td>
<td>(0,0,0,0)</td>
<td>(0,0,0,0)</td>
<td>(0,0,0,0)</td>
<td>(0,0,0,0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSC131</td>
<td>(0,0,0)</td>
<td>(0,0,0)</td>
<td>(0,0,0)</td>
<td>(0,0,0)</td>
<td>(0,0,0)</td>
<td>(0,0,0)</td>
<td>(0,0,0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSC1311</td>
<td>(0,0,0)</td>
<td>(75,0,90)</td>
<td>(0,0,0)</td>
<td>(0,0,0)</td>
<td>(0,0,0)</td>
<td>(0,0,0)</td>
<td>(0,0,0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSC141</td>
<td>(90,0,0,0)</td>
<td>(72,0,0,0)</td>
<td>(0,0,0,0)</td>
<td>(0,0,0,0)</td>
<td>(0,0,0,0)</td>
<td>(0,0,0,0)</td>
<td>(0,0,0,0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSC151</td>
<td>(0,0,0)</td>
<td>(0,0,0)</td>
<td>(0,0,0)</td>
<td>(0,0,0)</td>
<td>(0,0,0)</td>
<td>(0,0,0)</td>
<td>(0,0,0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSC161</td>
<td>(0,0,0)</td>
<td>(0,0,0)</td>
<td>(0,0,0)</td>
<td>(0,0,0)</td>
<td>(0,0,0)</td>
<td>(0,0,0)</td>
<td>(0,0,0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSC171</td>
<td>(0,0,0)</td>
<td>(0,0,0)</td>
<td>(0,0,0)</td>
<td>(0,0,0)</td>
<td>(0,0,0)</td>
<td>(0,0,0)</td>
<td>(0,0,0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSC181</td>
<td>(0,0,0)</td>
<td>(0,0,0)</td>
<td>(0,0,0)</td>
<td>(0,0,0)</td>
<td>(0,0,0)</td>
<td>(0,0,0)</td>
<td>(0,0,0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSC191</td>
<td>(0,0,0)</td>
<td>(0,0,0)</td>
<td>(0,0,0)</td>
<td>(0,0,0)</td>
<td>(0,0,0)</td>
<td>(0,0,0)</td>
<td>(0,0,0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSC201</td>
<td>(0,0,0)</td>
<td>(0,0,0)</td>
<td>(0,0,0)</td>
<td>(0,0,0)</td>
<td>(0,0,0)</td>
<td>(0,0,0)</td>
<td>(0,0,0)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Assessment values of course learning outcomes and their mapping with program outcomes
Based on assessment values of CLOs given in Table 2, the assessment values and their trust values of POs are calculated by using formula 1 and formula 2 respectively. This gives the result of first phase calculations as shown in Table 3. Note that the calculated assessment values of POs determine whether they meet expectations or they need some improvement. Making changes to curriculum, adopting new effective teaching methodologies, or reviewing POs are some aspects of such improvement. Note that higher assessment value of PO indicates that it meets the expectation. Usually, a determinant value is used as a satisfaction criterion to decide whether PO meets expectation or not. Some programs use determinant value 70%. In this case, assessment values of POs exceed 70% only will meet the expectation. Applying this determinant value to our case study shows that all POs of CS program meet expectations except PO3 as given in Table 3. In order to improve achievement value of PO3, it is needed to be backtrack. There can be many types of reasons for the low value of PO3 or not meeting expectation by PO3. The possible reasons are improper mapping CLOs with PO3, limitation with data collection and evaluation of CLOs values, and ineffective teaching strategies.

Table 3. Assessment values and trust values of program outcomes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Program Outcomes</th>
<th>PO1</th>
<th>PO2</th>
<th>PO3</th>
<th>PO4</th>
<th>PO5</th>
<th>PO6</th>
<th>PO7</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Assessment Value (%)</td>
<td>71.75</td>
<td>81.75</td>
<td>68.60</td>
<td>72.83</td>
<td>74.80</td>
<td>76.80</td>
<td>81.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trust Value (%)</td>
<td>66.66</td>
<td>66.66</td>
<td>83.33</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>83.33</td>
<td>83.33</td>
<td>66.66</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Trust values provide additional information about the number of occurrences of CLOs mapping with each PO. Table 3 shows that PO4 has the most trust value (100%) and PO1, PO2, and PO7 have the least trust value (66.66%). This exhibits that large number of CLOs have been mapped with PO4 whereas small number of CLOs have been mapped with PO1, PO2, and PO7. The generated report mentions this point clearly to the program reviewer and suggests to review the mappings of curriculum courses which have least trust values as an action plan in order to improve their outcomes. Figure 5 shows the chart of assessment values and trust values of POs.
In this paper, the assessment method is developed to assess POs for multi-academic accreditation bodies. Since TPOs vary from one accreditation body to another, mapping between POs and TPOs must be defined as shown in Table 4 every time you want to assess POs for a new accreditation body. For implementation aspect, every accreditation body will be taken as a plugin in the assessment method and every time will define their mapping as given in Table 4. Note that blank cells in last row (TPO6) of Table 4 means that no mappings exist between POs and TPO6 and such missing mapping will have an effect on the overall assessment value of TPOs.

### Table 4. Mapping source program outcomes to target program outputs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source Program Outcomes</th>
<th>Target Program Outcomes</th>
<th>PO1</th>
<th>PO2</th>
<th>PO3</th>
<th>PO4</th>
<th>PO5</th>
<th>PO6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TPO1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TPO2</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TPO3</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TPO4</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TPO5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TPO6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The second phase of the assessment method involves calculating the assessment values of TPOs. This process is performed by applying formula 3 on the assessment values of POs which are obtained from first phase calculations and the result is shown in Table 5. The summation of these assessment values of TPOs will give the overall assessment value of TPOs. In addition, the weightage for TPOs is equally divided. Since 100 is divided by number of TPOs, which is 6, so the weight value \((100/6 = 16.66\%)\) for each TPO is same as displayed in Table 5.
Table 5. Assessment values of Target program outcomes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Target Program Outcomes</th>
<th>TPO₁</th>
<th>TPO₂</th>
<th>TPO₃</th>
<th>TPO₄</th>
<th>TPO₅</th>
<th>TPO₆</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Assessment Value (%)</td>
<td>13.29</td>
<td>12.52</td>
<td>12.50</td>
<td>12.80</td>
<td>13.37</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>64.28</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note that assessment value of TPO6 is 0.0 because there is no mapping for TPO6 in POs. For this reason, the overall assessment value of TPOs has got lower average (64.28%). Lower average of assessment value of TPOs indicates that the program being assessed is not qualified enough to get accredited by the given accreditation body. Therefore, an action plan must be taken in order to improve outcomes. Here action plan suggests to review POs mappings with TPOs.

4 Findings and Recommendations

The results of measurement and assessment methodology are presented to the department advisory board. The following general findings are recommended for further action:
- Program outcomes that have low assessment values need backtracking to point out their deficiencies. The reasons of low values may be due to problem in proper mapping of CLOs with POs, process to evaluate CLOs values, or teaching strategies.
- Target program outcome that has zero assessment value indicates that no course outcomes map to it. This indicator shows the need to cover the PO by improving curriculum and adopting effective teaching strategies.
- Trust values are important because they show the occurrence of CLOs mapping with POs. POs that have least trust values indicate to the need of reviewing the curriculum and the mappings of curriculum courses.
- Academic programs pursue to get accreditation from national and international accreditation bodies. For this purpose, a lot of accreditation requirements must be fulfilled. This work contributes to the requirement of assessment of POs.

5 Conclusion and Future Work

An academic program outcomes assessment method is developed. The method aims to support program reviewer to determine whether the program being assessed can be accredited not only for a single-academic accreditation body but also for multi-academic accreditation bodies. This novel approach has adopted mapping concept and experimented real case study to prove its effectiveness. Findings based of experiments show the applicability and flexibility of the method. In future, development of some kind of intelligent automated system to implement these processes would help the team, working for getting accreditation of multi accreditation bodies.
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